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About Us
For over 5 years in Ruby on Rails Development by creating 
websites such as ERPs, CRMs, E-commerce, Social Networks 
etc and also Mobile Applications. We handle variety of clients 
which spread all over the world. Client’s satisfaction is one of 
our achievements, build applications according to the needs 
and desires of the client is our target. We develop creative and 
innovative ideas from the clients, making it is not only becomes 
a big idea, but into something that can be enjoyed by users.

We make a good working environment and become the beacon 
of IT solutions. Through our excellent and extraordinary team, 
communicative and fun. We are ready to help you to make all 
your ideas become reality.
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We are very aware of how important small ideas for our 
development process. Our commitment is to bring you to 
the best experience you ever get in your cloud businesses. 
Choose your needs to be outstanding!
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If you have a ripe idea for your project with 
specific budget and time completion, we 
suggest you to choose a Fixed Bid plan and 
here’s the process flow below.

Fixed 
 Bid Project Have a Thought

Tell us your idea by describing it to us and we will give the best 
suggestion to ensure the success of your idea into reality.

Talk With Us
When you have considered your project, let’s talk to discuss about 
the outline of your project.

Tell the Details
If you feel 41studio might suit for your project, feel free to send 
over your detail requirement (if you don’t have it we will create it for 
you),

We Offer Proposal
Once we got the project’s details from you we will handle this step 
and give you our proposal about the price and the estimate time.

Dealing
After all set, we will send you our proposal, quotation and or 
MOU to be agreed by both parties and give you access to 
our Project Consultant for your quick access (chat, call, video 
call, etc) regarding to your project and start the development 
process right away.
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Choose our extended team when you 
think you need someone to maintain 
your project, refactor your code, clean up 
your code or perhaps another undefined 
project that you can always change as 
much as you want.

1. Tell Idea or Plan

You tell us your idea or plan and what are you 
going to achieve, then we will come up with 
solutions and suggestions and find the most 
suitable developer or team to do your project.

2. Dealing

After all set, we will give you access to 
work directly with the developer or team, so 
you will be able to chat, call, video call, etc 
directly to them while our project managers 
will always supervise everything to make sure 
everything is perfect.

3. Start Development 
Process

After introducing our developer or team to 
you, then we can start the project while you 
can always contact them directly to consult 
everyday about the work.
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We have our own approach to things, be it design, tech or scale. They came to us with a need and we built them beautiful creation of webs and 
mobile apps. We understand that every idea that is gushing from our client is a new color in industry technology. 

Client
 Sample List

Client  
Food Genie

Client  
Logrado

Link  
http://www.thefoodgenie.com

Link  
http://www.logrado.com

Link  
http://www.insidetrack.com/

Link  
http://www.cliquecities.com/

Client  
Insidetrack

Client  
Cliquecities

Link  
http://www.insidetrack.com/

Link  
http://www.insidetrack.com/

Client  
Insidetrack

Client  
Insidetrack
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Cimahi, ID
5th Building Setra Mas Residence,
Cimahi 40525,
Indonesia

hello@41studio.com

+62 22 665-1606

Get In Touch 
  With Us

www.41studio.com
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